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KAMCO sponsors 3rd Kuwait Debt 
Capital Markets Conference

Market participants optimistic about potential of KD market 

FRANKLIN PARK, Ill: Nestled in an indus-
trial park near the end of the runway of
O’Hare International Airport, Metal Box
International Inc. should be one of the win-
ners of a little-known trade war over tool-
boxes. In January, the US International
Trade Commission ruled Chinese imports
had harmed domestic producers of big tool
chests sold in retail stores, prompting the
Trump administration to slap anti-subsidy
duties of up to 95 percent on Chinese box-
es.  That could jump far higher later this
year, after the administration decides
whether to add anti-dumping duties on top
of the anti-subsidy charges.

“This is a game changer for us,” said
Mitch Liss, one of the owners of the pri-
vately held company, who said regaining
just a small slice of the Chinese business
would make the factory boom.

Metal Box International is one of only
two remaining US producers of such boxes.
The other is Waterloo Industries, a far larg-
er company recently acquired by Stanley
Black & Decker Inc, the global tool pro-
ducer.  So if retailers were going to start
buying American again to avoid the mount-
ing duties, it would almost certainly be visi-
ble at this factory.

It hasn’t worked out that way. There was
a small uptick after the January ruling, Liss
said, but so far no boom in orders. After
spending $300,000 on new equipment in a
surge of optimism, he put plans to buy
additional machines on hold and has not
added any new workers.  

Meanwhile, the Trump administration’s
move last week to crack down on steel and
aluminum imports is threatening to boost
costs for Metal Box International as well as
Stanley Black & Decker, which uses those
metals to fashion similar tool chests.

Stanley Black & Decker declined to talk
about whether it was seeing any impact on
its business from the new toolbox duties,
though a spokesman told Reuters the
International Trade Commission’s decision
could mean “increased volume in the plant,
which can translate into growth in US man-
ufacturing jobs.” A spokesman for Home
Depot said he would not discuss the com-
pany’s tool chest sourcing “for competitive
reasons.” The current battle over steel and
aluminum tariffs underscores the risks and
complexity in trade disputes, which often
pit America’s love of cheap imports against
its desire to protect blue-collar jobs.
Winners and losers aren’t always initially
clear. Tariffs on steel and aluminum could
help some US workers - United States
Steel Corp cited the prospect of tariffs this
week as its reason to restart a mill in
Illinois, for instance. 

But as a consumer of steel, Liss said the
metal tariffs will hurt him but quickly adds
that he understands why industries are
looking for protection from cheaper
imports. Metal Box International had a
strong business in tool chests as recently as
2014, when among other models it sold a
design to Home Depot with glass on the
fronts of the drawers - which made it easier
to see which tools were in each compart-
ment. Those were a big seller. But the busi-
ness quickly faded, he said, as they were
displaced by imports that sold to retailers
at lower prices than Metal Box

International could match. Shipments of
boxes fell by half in 2015 and fell again by
half in 2016, said Liss.

The company was planning to shut
down when Liss heard that his last US
competitor, then called Waterloo
Industries, was planning to file a trade case.
Waterloo coordinated its efforts with Liss,
who traveled to Washington to testify
against the importers.

The trade case targeted only a slice of
the toolbox industry. Small, portable tool-
boxes were excluded, as were profession-
al-type toolboxes sold by companies such
as Snap-On Inc, which market directly to
buyers. Companies have long sought trade
protection in Washington, often finding as
much success under Republicans as
Democrats.  The trade dispute process is
meant to be bi-partisan, with an equal
number of Democrats and Republicans sit-
ting on the International Trade Commission. 

But the climate now has shifted deci-
sively in the favor of protection under
Trump, especially for old-line industries
like steel. The Commerce Department said
it launched 82 new investigations into trade
cases last year, a 58 percent jump over the
year before.

“There is the potential element of com-
panies knowing that they’re dealing with a
more sympathetic administration,” which
may be prompting more complaints, said
Scott Lincicome, a trade expert at the free-
market oriented Cato Institute.

The Department of Commerce can do
subtle things to help companies succeed in
these cases, he noted, like offering better
guidance in how to draft complaints. But
Lincicome said the number of trade cases
were already on the rise before the last
election. These things always tend to “come
in waves,” he added. The Metal Box
International plant, which employs about
100 people, was building Husky brand tool
chests for Home Depot one recent day, with
workers clustered around an assembly line
inserting drawers into the boxes as they
rumbled down the line.

The metal-bending machines Liss
bought are already lined up in the middle of
the plant, but not yet operational. Ever
thrifty, Liss bought the machines from a
company that reconditions equipment,
rather than splurging on new. “I bought
these for $75,000,” he said. “New, each
would cost $250,000.”

Liss said most workers here are unaware
how close the plant came to shutting down
or how tenuous the situation remains. And
even those who do know, like the director of
operations Tom St.  Germain, tend not to
talk about the political atmosphere that
seems to be helping US producers like
them.  Germain said he likes President
Trump, but added that “if he shut his mouth
and did his job, he’d be more successful.”
Liss calls St. Germain almost every day to
check whether big orders are rolling in. 

These are early days, Liss said, so it still
might happen.  Retailers may have already
stocked up on imports as they anticipated
the trade ruling in favor of the domestic pro-
ducers.  But this would normally be a busier
time, since Father’s Day - along with Black
Friday and Christmas - are the highpoints of
their annual selling cycle. — Reuters

Toolbox trade wars: How a
sure winner in US dispute 
has yet to reap benefits  

DUBAI: The Gulf Bond and Sukuk Association
(GBSA), in  partnership with KAMCO
Investment Company and Dentons, held its
third Kuwait  Debt Capita l  Markets
Conference at The Chairman’s Club in Kuwait.
The invitation-only event gathered over 100
local and international market leaders as well
as senior government officials. 

Faisal Sarkhou, Chief Executive Officer,
KAMCO Investment Company delivered the
keynote address in which he stated, “As one
of the leading debt capital market book run-
ners in the region, we are proud to partner in
this GBSA conference. 2017 was significant
for debt capital markets in the GCC, as fixed
income issuances saw one of the biggest
jumps since the financial crisis. As USD yield
curves are now established, we expect GCC
corporate bond issuances in 2018 to pick up,
mainly from the refinancing needs of corpo-
rates and banks, and in order to capture rela-
tively lower rates in a rising interest rate envi-
ronment. International participation for GCC
bonds should pick up as wel l  as  g lobal
investors become more aware of the region’s
unique value proposition, and more capabili-
ties are developed within the region.”  

Fawaz Abusneineh, Managing Director &
Head of Capital Markets, First Abu Dhabi
Bank’s, presented on project bonds and sukuk

and reflected on the landmark Abu Dhabi
Crude Oil Pipeline transaction. 

Alex Roussos, Partner, Dentons led and
expert panel on issuer and investor appetite
for structured capital market products with
Khalid Al-Rukhayes, Senior Dealer Kuwait

Finance House, Rani Selwanes, Managing
Director, Head of Investment Banking, NBK
Capital , Khaled Fouad, Chief Investment
Officer, KAMCO Investment Company and
Hossam Abdullah, Legal Counsel & Managing
Partner, Al-Hossam Legal. 

A second panel examined the local KD
market was moderated by Omar Zaineddine,
Senior Vice President, Head of Investment
Banking, KAMCO Investment Company with
panelists Alex Saleh Partner and Head of
Office, Al-Tamimi & Co, Declan Sawey, Group

Treasurer, Kuwait Projects Company (KIP-
CO), Rasha Othman, Senior Vice President,
Investment Banking, Kuwait Financial Centre
“MARKAZ” and Yasmine Salamah Assistant
General Manager, Corporate Banking, Al-Ahli
Bank of Kuwait. 

KUWAIT: A view of the third Kuwait Debt Capital Markets Conference Faisal Sarkhou

KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain
Co, the sole authorized agent of Nissan in the
State of Kuwait, continues its Scratch & Win
campaign on genuine parts and urges its cus-
tomers to win instant gifts as the offer comes

to a close.  Ensuring everybody is a winner
with Nissan Genuine Parts, customers who
purchase for the amount of KD 100 or above
at any of the authorized parts outlets or serv-
ice centers will be entitled to a coupon with a

guaranteed win from one of the many exciting
prizes. Buyers can look forward to winning
cash prizes, a free oil and filter change, free
car checkup and a free tool box when spend-
ing KD 100 or above. Nissan Genuine Parts
provides spare parts that demonstrate long
term reliability, safety and quality configured
for each model to provide complete reliability
and assurance to its passengers.

Nissan owners can visit Nissan Al-Babtain
Authorized Parts & Service centers distrib-
uted across Kuwait to take advantage of this
special offer aimed at accommodating addi-
tional customer satisfaction.

Nissan Al-Babtain continues 
‘scratch & win’ campaign 
on genuine parts!

DUBAI: Burson Cohn & Wolfe (BCW), a top-
three global communications agency, has
announced the appointment of Sunil John,
Founder & CEO of ASDA’A Burson-
Marsteller, as President of BCW’s Middle East
operations. 

BCW was created in February through the
merger of Burson-Marsteller & Cohn &
Wolfe, leading PR agencies owned by WPP,
the world’s largest communications services
company. At BCW, the fast-growing Middle
East region will be a separate division, with
John joining the global leadership team along-
side Chris Foster, President, North America,
Scott Wilson, President, Europe & Africa,
Francisco Carvalho, President, Latin America,
and Matt Stafford, President, Asia.  All region-
al leaders will report to Donna Imperato,
Chief Executive Officer of BCW. 

“This is a powerful leadership team that
will drive integration and growth at Burson

Cohn & Wolfe and lead BCW on our mission
to become the best integrated communica-
tions agency in the world,” said Imperato.
“They each have proven track records in
leading strong regions and excellence in
client service, are deeply respected in their
markets, and bring the right integrated
expertise and mindset to the roles - the mind-
set needed to complete a seamless merger
and continue pushing the boundaries of inte-
grated communications.”

John said: “With a population of 350 mil-
lion people, some 60 per cent of whom are
under the age of 30, the Middle East is a
dynamic region poised for exceptional growth
across all sectors and markets. The scale of
the new BCW network, our focus on ever
greater integration, and now our flexibility as
an independent regional entity will give us a
distinct advantage in pursuing exciting oppor-
tunities across the region.” The new compa-

ny’s brand identity and
online presence will be
unveiled shortly. Until
then, Burson-Marsteller
and Cohn & Wolfe will
operate under their
existing branding. 

ASDA’A Burson-
Marsteller was founded
by John in 2000 as an
independent agency. In
2008, WPP acquired a
majority-stake in the firm, which joined the
Burson-Marsteller network. Today, BCW’s
Middle East operations employ 160 profes-
sionals across 10 wholly-owned offices and
seven affiliates in 15 countries. The firm pro-
vides services to governments, multinational
businesses and regional corporate clients and
institutions, and is the leading PR consultancy
in the region.

The agency produces the annual ASDA’A
Burson-Marsteller Arab Youth Survey, one
of the most important and widely-cited
pieces of independent research into the
region’s most important demographic, its
youth. Now in its 10th year, the Survey is an
invaluable source of information on the
hopes, fears and aspirations of young Arabs
aged 18-24 in 16 countries.

Sunil John appointed 
President, Middle East
at Burson Cohn & Wolfe 

Sunil John

Volatility rules
the roost in
February
KUWAIT: February was a bumpy month for mar-
kets, with volatility rising to its highest levels in
over two years. The S&P 500 index is down 5 per-
cent from peaks after regaining some of its losses.
Fears of complacency combined with a changing
view on the pace of central bank tightening, partic-
ularly in the US, laid the ground for the market
retreat since early February. Yields have also
climbed as some factored in a more hawkish Fed in
2018. Meanwhile, economic data continued to con-
firm a robust recovery in the global economy,
whose outlook improved on expectations of a
more favorable fiscal policy in the US.

Markets see Fed moving faster 
Much of the jittery sentiment has come from

the US, where inflation appeared to pick up
pace enough for some to expect a more hawkish
Fed in 2018. Strong core CPI inflation in January
affirmed the solid wage growth data seen earlier.
The 0.35 percent monthly gain in core prices
was by far the largest in years. Still, annual infla-
tion was unchanged at 1.8 percent y/y.
Producer price inflation also beat expectations
with a 0.4 percent m/m gain. The PCE price
index also confirmed stronger price growth,
though core inflation was steady (1.5 percent
y/y) and well below the 2 percent target.

Expectations of more Fed hikes in 2018 are
also being fueled by a positive shift in the
growth outlook for the US. Already healthy
growth is likely to be bolstered by fiscal stimulus
in the form of historic tax cuts and higher
spending. Despite some weaker economic data
in January, the broad evidence continued to

reflect strength. Indeed, retail sales and industri-
al production disappointed expectations in
January, while durable goods orders were soft.
Still, other data has been robust. The February
Philly Fed index beat expectations, coming in at
a solid 25.8, while consumer sentiment surprised
to the upside.

As a result, many now expect the Fed to
move faster on rate hikes in 2018. This view was
also supported by recent testimony by the Fed
chair Jerome Powell in which he suggested that
more hikes could be forthcoming this year.
Indeed, more analysts now expect four 25 bps
hikes during 2018, though the odds of just three
hikes are still higher. Yields have also risen. The
10-year US Treasury yield rose to 2.86 percent,
up around 43 basis points since the start of 2018.

Eurozone growth remains robust
The economic recovery in the eurozone

remains in good shape, despite some softer data.
February’s eurozone flash PMI eased to its low-
est level in several months, though it remained
strong at 57.5. Economic sentiment dipped to
114.1, but was stil l  near 18-year highs.
Unemployment also remained at a record low
8.6 percent in January. Of course, the key con-
cern in the eurozone continues to be the
absence of inflationary momentum. Headline
inflation edged lower to 1.2 percent, though core
inflation was encouraging at 1.0 percent. As a
result, few expect the European Central Bank
(ECB) to move toward tightening monetary con-
ditions anytime soon, though the stronger econ-
omy suggests the ECB might be closer to that
than the inflation data suggests.

In Japan, the economy remained on a firm
footing though here too the data has been some-
what softer in recent weeks. Industrial activity
slowed from 4.4 percent y/y in December to 2.7
percent y/y in January on the back of weaker
demand and an inventory build-up. Domestic

consumption also remains subdued with retail
sales growth slowing more than expected.
Despite some concerns of a stronger yen hurting
exports, the data has shown otherwise. Indeed,
exports have help up quite well.

Oil prices hold high
After rising to 4-year highs in January, oil

prices retreated as a result of the market tur-
moil in February. Nonetheless, prices continued
to hold on to levels around $65 chiefly as fun-
damentals continued to look relatively robust.
There may also be some downward pressure
due to resurgent oil production in the US,
which is expected to add 1.3 million barrels per
day of extra output in 2018, or around two-
thirds of expected non-OPEC production
growth during the year. 
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